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Arcusin is present in

. We have

managed to develop a system

that connects with the needs

of all the farmers around the

world.

more

than 50 countries

ALL AROUND THE GLOBE

We have applied the

experience of more than 40

years to achieve a machine

with a

but

at the same time easy to use.

highly efficient and

cost-effective operation

AS SIMPLE AS YOU SEE

Discover the MultiPack C14+,

from the field to the final

customer.

save time and money

without manually touching a

bale

PROFITABLE

Everything is controlled from

the control board in the

tractor, you set it up and all

you have to do is drive. Work

will be done effortlessly.

FULLY AUTOMATED

Our machine allows a wide

range of bales, with

dimensions from 32 to 50 in,

.

unmatched by other

machines in the market

VERSATILE

80 hp is enough. Own

hydrauoic system with

variable output displacement

pump.

NO BIG TRACTOR

NEEDED
The MultiPack C14+ takes

almost no transition from the

in-road mode to the field

mode due to its

.

non-bulky

design and agility

IN-FIELD AND ALL-ROAD

Our bundles

such as

spears, forks, grabblers,

squeezers, AutoStack,

Forstack...

can be handled

in multiple ways

EASY TO HANDLE

The  Multipack C14+

: it can

group faster and follow more

than one baler

does not

depend on the baler

INDEPENDENT

We pride ourselves of having a

needed

and mostly standard parts,

easy to get.

simple machine with very

little maintenance

REDUCED MAINTENANCE

We will never let you down.

The customer is our priority

and we attach the utmost

importance to the after-sales

service

FIRST CLASS SERVICE

DIMENSIONS & WEIGHTS

Total length

Width

Lane

Height

TARE

183 in

96 in

83 in

138 in

6,569.78 lb


